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Satan’s Red Dragon Kingdom — Part One 
(Rev 12:7-17) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

“America would shake from coast to coast in twenty four hours if some preacher 
anointed with the Holy Ghost gave the Roman Catholic Church a broadside! …These 
priests who dope men’s souls, these idolatrous “masses”, these Calvary eclipsing 
prayers to Mary, these miserable millions cheated in life and death by the greatest 
forgery Lucifer ever made.”  [Why Revival Tarries by Leonard Ravenhill, Copyright 1959, Bethany House Publishers, 

Pages 39-40] 
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Mystery, Babylon the Great…  
Conclusively Identified as the Roman Catholic Church — Rev 17:5 

(2
nd

 Beast & False Prophet, Rev 13:1, 16:13, 17:3, 19: 20, 20:10) 
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PART ONE 

Introduction 

The author has always held the belief that in terms of the prophetic word, that the scriptures themselves are 
our primary source of revelation. This revelation when paralleled with information gleaned from 
contemporary/biblical history, together with geopolitical data, past and present, assists in relation to gaining 
greater insight into the subject matter. In other words, relevant prophetic scripture must primarily speak to the 
issues of our day.  By researching the historical past — the future is made clearer thru the prophetic word. 

Furthermore, I am cognizant of the fact that there are thousands of interpretations available via books, 

Internet, audio and DVD’s, today regarding Revelation 17:5; and that in all likelihood, there will be many 

individuals who will not agree with my interpretation of Mystery Babylon the Great. Nevertheless, I have 

produced the following document in the hope that there will be some individuals that will catch sight of what I 

have endeavoured to convey. Regarding the aforementioned, it is necessary for me to place on record that it 

is my belief that everyone has a right to believe exactly what they want — just as I have. Therefore, the 

reader is at liberty to embrace, or reject my supposition in relation to Mystery Babylon the Great.  

Later on in this document — the author, of necessity unpacks the global ‘multi-cultural’ agenda of the Holy 
See — in so doing, the reader may think that the writer is pro-racism. This is not the case; rather this 
sensitive subject must be seen from the objectives of the Holy See’s primary goal of completely crushing the 
Reformation idea — once and for all! An idea for which countless millions gave their lives… And hence her 
concentrated strategy of populating the former Protestants nations of: United Kingdom, USA, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Europe with pluristic cultures. War (thru 2

nd
/3

rd
 parties, etc.) and 

wiley schemes are her principal means of attaining her multicultural objective. 

 The primary purpose of this document is to prove beyond reasonable doubt via the scriptures and 
contemporary sources — that the Roman Catholic Church (Holy See) past, present, and future — fully meets 
the biblical requirements as revealed within the book of Revelation to qualify as:  MYSTERY, BABYLON 
THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH (Rev 17:5). 

 

 

Quotes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

One basic truth can be used as a foundation for a mountain of lies, and if we dig down deep enough in 
the mountain of lies, and bring out that truth, to set it on top of the mountain of lies; the entire mountain 
of lies will crumble under the weight of that one truth, and there is nothing more devastating to a 

structure of lies than the revelation of the truth upon which the structure of lies was built, 
because the shock waves of the revelation of the truth reverberate, and continue to reverberate 

throughout the Earth for generations to follow, awakening even those people who had no desire to be 
awakened to the truth. Acknowledgement: Delamer Duverus (Behold a Pale Horse, W M Cooper – www.google.com) 

 

“Certain historical developments are willed by the Lord of History, and they shall take 
place.  About many others – mostly minor developments, that same Lord is willing.  He allows men the 
free will to choose between various options, and he will go along with those choices; for, in the end, all 
human choices will be co-opted as grist into God’s mill, which grinds slowly but always grinds 

exceedingly fine.” (Late, Cardinal Wyszynski — Keys of this Blood, Ibid 22). 

 

In the past, the Roman Church (Holy See) has frequently been described as, ‘a lamb in adversity, a 
fox when in equality, and a tiger when in the ascendency’. (All Roads Lead To Rome – Michael de Semlyen). 
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The European Super-State — the New (Holy) Roman Empire 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

We must not reject the notion of a soon to be resurrected European Super-State in the spirit of the old 
Roman Empire — birthed and controlled by the Holy See as far-fetched! Because, as will be shown later in 
this document, the USA is a mere puppet of the Holy See. And if we consider the above quote, by the late 
Otto Van Hapsburg, together with America’s Primacy and its Geostrategic Imperatives as unpacked by 
Zbigniew Brzezinski in his 1997 book, entitled: The Grand Chessboard it is clear that America’s appetite for 
being the ‘Global Cop’ was already on the wane back then.  

Therefore, Professor Brzezinski foresaw a time in the geopolitical space wherein the USA would no longer 
be a hegemonic power; and that its sphere of influence would move from being Eurocentric to the Pacific 
Rim; that Europe would have to assume responsibility for its own defense’s — with Germany taking the 
leading role. Decades later, just as he predicted the USA is rapidly winding-down its geopolitical dominance, 
thereby allowing a number of regional powers to take their place upon the world’s geopolitical stage, namely: 
Russia, China, India and Europe. On many occasions President Obama has publically encouraged Germany 
specifically to increase its military presence in the various conflict areas around the globe. Based on the 
aforementioned, can we not see that the stage is now set for Europe to rise again as a regional Super-
Power; irrespective of the seeming Moslem invasion, which the writer believes is being allowed for the 
ultimate purpose of slave-labour — owing to Germany’s negative birth rate and its aging population? 

Scriptural proof that Babylon the Great is the Great City 

“And the great city was divided into three parts, and the cities of the nation’s fell: and great Babylon came 
in remembrance before God, to give unto her the cup of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath.” (Rev 16:19)  

“And the woman whom you saw is the great city which has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.” (Rev 
17:18)  

“Here is the mind, which has wisdom: The seven heads are seven mountains (hills) on which the woman 
sits.” (Rev 17:9)  

“And on her forehead was a name written, Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots and of the 
abominations of the earth.” (Rev 17:5) 

There is a linkage within the above scriptures which is immediately apparent: 

 Rev 16:19 links The Great City irrevocably to Great Babylon. 

 Rev 17:18 links The Woman to The Great City. 

 Rev 17:9 links The Woman to a Geographical Locality. 

 Rev 17:5 links Mystery Babylon to the Mother of Harlots. 

Therefore, these links establish beyond doubt that: Great Babylon, The Woman, The Harlot, and The 
Great City are one and the same entity, Rome, but, having different titles or descriptions — hence the 
mystery referred to in Rev 17:5.  

Framework 
The following chart is a graphic illustration of these links, and is further fractionated to illustrate the structure 
of this system. 

 

© The Final Word Internet Ministry 

The late Otto Van Hapsburg said, “… A united Europe is inevitable. Unity is not a condition which 
nations achieve by some natural and inevitable tendency. Unity is created or imposed by vigorous 
human action, by effort and will. Europe awaits a modern Charlemagne, another Otto the Great, a 
second Charles V — a champion to resurrect the tradition of imperial unity. The coming Renovatio 
imperii Romanorum — restoration of the empire of the Romans — will astound the world! Europe 
— and the Church of Rome — will again be a power to be reckoned with.”Ack: The History of Europe and the Church – WWCG 

1984 
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Revelation 17:5 is the composite title for this woman. By dissecting verse 5 an amazing Biblical 
enigma is revealed: 

Notice that the title is written on her forehead. The forehead is a prominent position in relation to the human 
body, and the title is intentionally place there for all to see and take cognizance of — it’s not hidden! 

 To the vast majority, the intent of this Woman will remain an absolute enigma. 

 She is not any Babylon, but is the Great One — the preeminent! 

 She is designated a Mother and by implication has Daughters. 

 Her offspring are deemed to be Harlots.  

 She is responsible for the Earth’s Abominations! 

Do we see why the RCC refers to herself as the ‘Mother Church’ as well as calling herself ‘The Roman 
Catholic Church’ and not the Universal Church of Christ? Also, it is noteworthy that individual Catholics call 
themselves Roman Catholics irrespective of what nation they live in. We must not underestimate the 
importance of the prefix ‘Roman’, regardless of Catholic dogma which states that the Church was 
established in Rome; completely ignoring the biblical and historical evidence that the first believers in 
Messiah were in the main Jewish, and were found within the Roman Province of Palestine. It was only at 
Antioch (Acts 11:26) that the disciples began to calling themselves Christians (Christ-Followers).  

The emphasis on Rome (the Great City) infers that although the Catholic Church is a global phenomenon — 
its root, and therefore its seat (power base) will always be located in Rome, Italy.  According to the book of 
Revelation/Daniel it is thus until just before the return of Jesus:  

And in the days of these kings (ten), the God of Heaven shall set up a kingdom which shall never be 
destroyed. And the kingdom shall not be left to other peoples, but it shall crush and destroy all these 
kingdoms, and it shall stand forever. Dan 2:44.  

The Mystery 

Examined in closer detail: ‘Babylon the Great’ is the mystery, and is a composite title of Great Babylon, 

The Woman, The Harlot, and The Great City.  

Composite Description 

 

© The Final Word Internet Ministry 

Breaking News! Part of Pope Francis’s Christmas message (2015): "Let us allow tears of repentance to fill 
our eyes and cleanse our hearts." Pope Francis, today in Rome, as part of his Christmas Day message, 

delivered "Urbi et Orbi," that is, literally, "To the City (Rome) and to the world," from the balcony 

of St. Peter's Basilica. (www.MoynihanReport@gmail.com) 

Foundation of the European Super-State 

In the days preceding Jesus, and after, the only extant empire was the Roman Empire, which at its height 
ruled over the geographical area as per the map on the left (map can be enlarged). This 
geographical area was considered to be ‘The Whole Earth’ in New Testament times. In the 
book of Revelation this kingdom is prophesied, past and future as Satan’s Red Dragon 
Kingdom — not to be confused with China. Over time, the Western and Eastern legs of 

this empire ceased to exist. Part of the western leg, including Italy, became known as the Papal States and 
was ruled over by the Bishop of Rome (the Pope). Therefore, the various Popes de facto took on the mantle 
(in more ways than one) of the Roman Emperor’s — the Caesar’s —  even adopting the Roman title of 
Pontifex Maximus (bridge between man and Jehovah). When John was banished to Patmos (AD 96) the 
Roman Empire (West & East) was still the ruling power of the day, and the Christians suffered considerable 
persecution under Titus Flavius Domitianius (‘dominus et deus’ = master and god). (www.roman.emperors.net). We 
must assume that the majority of Christians and a percentage Jews would not have paid homage to Caesar 
and therefore they paid the ultimate price of martyrdom.  

 

 

http://www.MoynihanReport@gmail.com/
http://www.roman.emperors.net/
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Historically it is an established fact that Rome was surrounded by seven hillocks and the colours of the ruling 
elite were scarlet and purple. These colours date back to antiquity. And the seven hills… In our world there 
are many cities that claim to be located upon seven hills, such as: Rome, Istanbul, Mecca, Moscow, 
Jerusalem, Washington, New York, the list is endless… Check-out Wikipedia. What is crucial though is that 
the Revelation refers to two cities only, and bestows upon them the grandiose title of ‘The Great City’. 
There are ten verses within the Revelation that refer to ‘The Great City’ —  two of which point to Jerusalem 
directly, and one of these is the New Jerusalem —  and that City is certainly not surrounded by seven hills! 
So, in the case of earthly Jerusalem it leaves us with one scripture (Rev 11:8) which says that this city is the 
place where Jesus was crucified and is known in heaven as Sodom and Egypt. Both of these Great Cities 
were detestable for being totally and absolutely morally and spiritually bankrupt! Of the remaining eight 
scriptures, four refer to ‘The Great City’ as Babylon and the other four by association.   

Two Great Cities 
Rev 11:8  And their bodies will lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, 
where also our Lord was crucified , Jerusalem.  

Rev 21:10 And he carried me away in the Spirit to a great and high mountain and showed me that great 
city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of Heaven from God,  

Rev 14:8 And another angel followed, saying, The great city, Babylon, has fallen, has fallen; because of 
the wine of the anger of her fornication; she has made all nations to drink.  

Rev 16:19 And the great city came to be into three parts, and the cities of the nation’s fell. And great 
Babylon  was remembered before God, to give to her the cup of the wine of the anger of His wrath.  

Rev 17:18 And the woman whom you saw is the great city which has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.  

Rev 18:10 standing afar off for fear of her torment, saying, Woe! Woe to the great city, Babylon, that strong 
city! For in one hour your judgment came.  

Rev 18:16 and saying, Woe! Woe to the great city which was clothed in fine linen and purple and scarlet, 
and adorned with gold and precious stones and pearls!  

Rev 18:18 And they cried out, seeing the smoke of her burning, saying, What is like the great city?   

Rev 18:19 And they threw dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and mourning, saying, Woe! Woe to the 
great city, by which all who had ships in the sea were rich out of her costliness! For in one hour she was 
ruined.  

Rev 18:21 And one strong angel took up a stone like a great millstone and threw it into the sea, saying, So 
on an impulse the great city, Babylon, will be thrown down and not at all will be found any more.  

Rev 17:5 And on her (woman) forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE 
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. Link this with: Rev17:18, And 
the woman whom you saw is the great city which has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.  

To recap: We understand that in John’s day there were two Great Cities — one Jerusalem, and the other, 
Rome, which was the capital of the Roman Empire. Jerusalem, even in the days of the united kingdom of 
Israel, never came close to ruling over the vast area that the Roman Empire encompassed. We must get one 
thing clear, and that is — since the rejection of the Son of Man by his own people, earthly Jerusalem is 
referred to in heaven as Sodom and Egypt and not Mystery Babylon the Great.  

Rome was famously known as the Eternal City upon seven hills, and the empire covered a huge 
geographical area and ruled over many nations (tribes and tongues). In the world of the Romans, religion 
and state were intertwined and the Caesar’s of the day oscillated between the roles of King and High Priest. 
Hmmm… is not the Pope a King (Vatican City/State) and High Priest? The Roman religion was totally 
paganistic and basically absorbed the Greek mythology that preceded it, simply changing the names of the 
various gods. 

In the latter years, the Caesars deified themselves and demanded to be worshipped as gods.  It is interesting 
that non-English speaking people refer to Rome as Roma, which translated means: Goddess of the City — 
or as the Prophet Jeremiah says, “The Queen of Heaven’’.  Apparently the Queen of Heaven was 
synonymous with the Empire and in actuality the two entities were inseparable. In RCC dogma Mary is the 
Queen of Heaven. There are many other vein-glory titles bestowed upon her — which are erroneous and 
highly deceiving! 
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We will now further examine the evidence presented thus far, in order to ascertain whether the RCC/Holy 
See fits the profile of Babylon the Great as per the Revelation in terms of her characteristics. Do not lose 
sight of the fact that in John’s day, Mystery Babylon (RCC) was just that, a Mystery so much so, that he 
could not believe what he was witnessing; hence the angel asked him, “Why do you marvel…”. John was 
stunned because he was looking at what would one day (distant future) become the largest and foremost 
Christian denomination in the entire world — a world far exceeding the limits of the Roman Empire.  

He was shocked because he saw that this church was paganistic to the core, power-hungry (political) and 
dwelt in opulence, and her wealth knew no bounds! What he witnessed was in direct contrast to the 
teachings of his beloved Saviour, and the humility of His original followers. And the final nail in the coffin, so 
to speak, being she comes in the name of Christ. No wonder she is rightly called a harlot and mother of 
harlots!   

From the outset, the reader must appreciate that the task of unpacking the hierarchal structure of the 

Universal Roman Church is a daunting one by any standards! It is thus, because of the inherent secretive 

nature of the Papacy, which makes it extremely difficult to obtain sufficient (complete) information. In 

addition, the Latin terminology does not make the task any easier for the layperson.  

There are so many vertical/horizontal and parallel dimensions to the overall structure pertaining to the 

Universal Roman Church and Vatican City/State, that it is impossible to accommodate all these details in the 

diagrams that I have produced (Page 16). The purpose of the diagrams is to unpack the broad structures in 

terms of assessing how the Mother of Harlots functions and her objectives thereof.  

It seems to me that in relation to the political science jargon, the Papacy operates within the realms of both 

soft and hard power; although the hard power element is usually carried out by second or third-party 

entities (in most cases the USA) and not by the Papacy directly. And yet, in my opinion it’s most powerful 

resource is not generally touched upon by the political scientists or commentators, and that is her pastoral 

and confessional power; Canon Law requires Catholics to regularly confess their sins to a priest, bishop, 

archbishop, or even the Pope (the last three entities are required to become priests in order to qualify for the 

other positions) who all remain priests for life, irrespective of hierarchal promotions they may attain whilst in 

the employ of the RCC.  

We believe that Germany under Vatican control mostly via the Christian Democratic Party and E.U. is 
the driving force behind the formation of the beast’s kingdom — (6

th
 head; 1-4 seal judgements - Rev 6: 2-8).  

1st Beast’s Consolidated Kingdom 

And I stood on the sand of the sea, and I saw a beast coming up out of the sea, having seven heads and 
ten horns. And on its horns were ten crowns, and on its heads was the name of blasphemy. Rev 13:1 

The above scripture encapsulates the 1
st

 Beast’s consolidated kingdom, which we 
understand to be a regional Super-Power headquartered in Roma (Rome) comprising 
roughly the eastern leg of the historic Roman Empire; and the ten kings referred to in 
Rev 17:13 who most likely represent ten Western EU nations that break away from the 
EU; and give their allegiance and authority to the 1

st
 Beast for three and a half years. 

This kingdom is huge, and in all probability will stretch from the Atlantic to the Urals. It 
will have a combined population of around 700 million making it a serious 
contender in the geo-political space. On the right is the crown with which 
Pope Leo crowned the Germanic King, Charlemagne, on Christmas day, 

AD 800 as the Holy Roman Emperor during a Christmas Mass at St Peter’s Basilica. 
Charlemagne’s crown is stored for safe keeping in a 14

th
 century reliquary (container) at the 

Cathedral of Aachen, Germany. Acknowledgement: The History of Europe and the Church – WWCG (1984). 

Furthermore, we believe that history will repeat itself, in that the Beast as the final Holy Roman 
Emperor will be crowned with Charlemagne’s crown. It must be born in mind that this kingdom is 
not a revitalized EU — this is the Red Dragon Empire of Satan! And according to Rev 18 it is 
going to be an extremely wealthy kingdom, so much so, that all the nations that traded with 
her are going to weep bitterly at her demise. Because of her military/economic/political 
strength she will understandably have the power to influence far beyond her borders…  

Readers take heed: Seat of the Beast = Roma = Goddess of the City = Queen of Heaven = the Virgin 
Mary. The ruling demonic spiritual power over Roma has always been the Queen of Heaven — this explains 
why the Catholic hierarchy and its adherents are so besotted over the Virgin Mary.  

 

Seat of the Beast     

 (Roma = goddess of the 
city = Queen of Heaven 

= the Virgin Mary) 
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And why they promote her worship via her statues, rosaries and the erroneous sinless state and mediatory 
doctrines — together with the lie of her bodily ascension: The children gather wood, and the fathers kindle 
the fire, and the women knead their dough, to make cakes to the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink 
offerings unto other gods, that they may provoke me to anger. Jeremiah 7:18  

Rev 12:3-4, And there appeared another sign in heaven: and behold a great red dragon, having seven 

heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads…  Rev 13:1 And I stood upon the sand of the 

sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten 

crowns…  

Rev. 13:2 And the Dragon (Satan) gave him (1
st

 Beast) its power and its seat and great authority. 

Satan gives his seat (Rome) — power and great authority — to the 1
st

 beast. Rev 2:13, I 
know thy works, and where thou dwellest, even where Satan's seat is… Pic: Public domain.  In 
the mythology* of the ancient world the Serpent was universally the symbol of the sun, 
(which, directly is the worship of Baal/Sol — the sun god).  Rev 12:9 identifies 
the Dragon as the Serpent of old (Garden of Eden) being Satan (devil). The 

Sun-god (Baal/Sol) is a great feature of RCC dogma — wherein he is venerated in many 
ways, and styles. Pope Gregory XIII, 1572-1585 AD adopted the winged serpent, or dragon 
(on the right) as his symbol on his heraldic shield Map. Pics: Public domain. 

The apostle Paul refers to the 1
st
 Beast of Rev 13 as: The Man of Sin, and Son of Perdition or Lawless 

One (2 Thess 2: 7-9). He will be energized by Satan and comes with all manner of lying signs and wonders 
— he does not come in secret as some believe. 

And now, an accelerated history lesson… 

Satan’s Seat (Government) 

In the days that Jesus lived, Israel was occupied territory, and as such it was part of the Roman Empire and 
was called Judea. Rev 12:4b confirms this, “…and the dragon stood before the woman which was ready 
to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born.”  

Biblically and historically it is an accepted fact that Jesus was born in Bethlehem, which is a village not far 
from Jerusalem. Furthermore, it is common knowledge that the Red Dragon (Roman Empire) power was 
the ruling power over Israel at the time of Jesus’s birth — and throughout His life for that matter. Given that 
both scripture and history validate that the Roman Empire was indeed the ruling power of the day; we can 
therefore safely say that the ‘Dragon/Serpent’ is a synonym or symbol of Satan’s Government. 

It is interesting that the Dragon of the Greeks is a large *serpent. The word rendered Red in verse 3 properly 
means Fiery; so that the Red Dragon signifies the Fiery Dragon or Serpent of Fire (*Alexander Hislop pages 

226/227). Given the aforementioned, we arrive at the following conclusions:  

1. The Dragon/Serpent of Rev 12 & 13 represent Satan’s Government.   

2. Rev 12 refers to this government in Jesus’ day, and Rev 13 refers to the self-same government 
being in existence prior to Jesus’ return. 

The non-English name for Rome is Roma — which translated means goddess of the city. In Catholic dogma, 
this is none other than the Virgin Mary — Queen of Heaven. Something in Catholic tradition which we 
believe is directly linked to the worship of the Fiery Serpent (Baal/Sol) is the so called eternal flame.  In most 
Catholic Cathedrals and churches the eternal red flame/globe burns 24/7 — just as it did in the Roman 
Temple of Vesta, Vesta = goddess of the hearth (home) and by extension of the city.    

Pergamum was a kingdom established on the coastline of present-day Turkey, and its capital was 
Pergamos. It was here that the Spirit says ‘Satan’s Seat’ was (90 AD). When Babylon was conquered by the 
Medes/Persians around 539 BC, the priest’s together with the vestal virgins (nuns) and all their religious 
paraphernalia fled, and ultimately took refuge at Pergamos. So, the idolatrous and blasphemous religion of 
Babylon was merely transplanted to the kingdom of Pergamum. Apparently upon his deathbed, King Attalus 
III bequeathed his kingdom to Rome in 133 BC and therefore the city of Pergamos became the capital of the 
Roman province of Asia Minor and remained thus for around  for two centuries. Pergamos was the chief 
centre of cultural and intellectual life of the "Hellenistic" world.  

Furthermore, Pergamos distinguished itself in 29 B.C. by becoming the site of the first cult worship 
of a living Roman emperor. A temple was built and dedicated to the joint worship of the goddess 
Roma (a personification of the spirit of the empire) and the emperor Augustus. At the time John was 
on the Island of Patmos and Christians were suffering brutal persecution for refusing to worship the emperor 
Domitian (AD 81-96) — who insisted on being worshiped as "lord and god". Pergamos was also the religious 
capital of Asia Minor.  
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Pergamos was the center of absolute Hellenistic thought and unrestrained emperor worship, and had many 
pagan temples. Its designation as the place of ‘Satan's Seat’ is very appropriate.  

Because of the inter-relationship between the Babylonian religious practices and the Greco/Roman Empire, 
it was not long before these practices were absorbed into all facets of Roman life. However the various 
Greek deities were given Latin names thus Satan’s Seat (government) was de facto moved to Roma. 
Imperial Roma operated on two plains, the political and religious.  

Therefore, Caesar was both king and priest and was referred to as Pontifex Maximus (bridge between God 
and man) because of the religious aspect, there were temples, altars, eternal flame, priests, temple 
prostitutes (for the celibate priests), etc. 

When Constantine moved from Roma to the east in order to establish the New Roma in 330 AD a sort of 
power vacuum was left behind in Roma and ultimately two emperors were appointed to oversee the western 
leg of the Empire — this arrangement never really worked for a number of reasons.  

Roots of Roman Catholicism are Univocally Babylonian 

Historical Origin of the 2
nd

 Beast, the Woman (Rev 13:11) 

And the angel said to me, why did you marvel? I will tell you the mystery of the woman and of the beast 
that carries her, that has the seven heads and ten horns. Rev 17:7 

By this time, the Bishops of Roma (Popes) were entrenched and very active in the affairs of State; so by the 
time of Constantine’s departure for the east there had already been seven Bishops of Rome and Sylvester 
was the Pope of the day. Via the Holy Roman Empire (a number of European countries) the spirit of Imperial 
Roma lived on, and by that time the Popes controlled kings and princess and their dominions. In time they 
lost these territories but not the control of the masses. In 381 AD the Roman emperor Gratian refused to 
wear the paraphernalia of Babylonianism, and passed it onto the Roman Pontiff, Damasus. Since Damasus, 
every Pope of Rome has worn the garb of the Babylonian fish-hat, the crosier, and the keys of Janus and 
Cybele (termed by the late Pope John-Paul II as, The Keys of this Blood). Just as the pagans had 
worshipped their gods (icons of their deceased pontiffs, etc) in their pantheons and temples, Catholics 
worships the dead, patron saints and icons in cathedrals and churches across the face of the earth. 

The real cherry for the RCC came in 1929 when they connived and cajoled the 
fascist government of Benito Mussolini to give them ten acres of ground, which 
today is globally known as the Vatican City/State (the Divining Serpent) 
together with other properties in Roma. Not only did the Italian government 
give them land, they had to pay the RCC a massive amount of cash 
(compensation) as well (picture on left is Mussolini and the Papal legate 
signing the Lateran treaty).  This was a huge breakthrough for Satan, in that 

the declaration of Vatican City/State provided the legal personality (jurisdiction) that the reigning Pope of the 
day needed to effectively operate in an ever increasing complex geopolitical world. It is very important to get 
a handle on this aspect, because it is another confirmation of Satan’s involvement in raising the RCC out of 
the ashes of the old Roman Empire. Satan’s ecclesiastical masterpiece is termed, ‘The Woman (Harlot)’ that 
rides the beast (political system of the 1

st
 beast - Rev 13).    

One aspect of the mystery that John was seeking to unveil was the fact that religious Babylon (Holy See) 
would control Satan’s kingdom for three and a half years prior to the return of Jesus. And that this religious 
power (headed by the Pope of the day) would be an occultic amalgamation of Catholicism and possibly 
everything else in between; thereby well and truly returning to its satanic roots — Babylonianism! 

How the Roman Catholic (Universal) Church Practically Subjugates Nations 

As mentioned elsewhere, this woman has the wherewithal to conceive and birth (bring to fruition) the 1
st
 

Beast Empire of Revelation 13:1. And it is her, who behind the scene controls and manipulates the beast 
government for her own dastardly ends! 

And upon her forehead was a name written: ‘MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF 
HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH’ (17:5). 

The mystery alluded to in this title is most likely because this Babylon — unlike her name-sake, Babylon of 
Chaldea, masquerades as the preeminent Christian religion of the world. We all know that a genuine enemy 
is usually easy to identify — however when the enemy purports to comes in the name of Christ, and speaks 
Christianese — the rules of engagement radically change!    

Some Quotes: 

 “And in her (Mystery Babylon) was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon 
the earth.” (Rev 18:24). 
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"The world is governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those who are not behind the 
scenes." — Benjamin Disraeli, British Prime Minister 1868, 1874-1880.  

"We do not want another committee. We have too many already. What we want is a man of sufficient stature 
to hold the allegiance of all people, and to lift us out of the economic morass in which we are sinking. Send us 
such a man and, be he god or the devil, we will receive him." - Paul Henri-Spaak, Former Belgian Prime 
Minister, President of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, 1949-51.  

On 9 April 2000, a decree called “Dominus Ijesus” was issued by Cardinal Ratzinger, who was a “Hitler Youth” 
in Poland, and who later became Pope Benedict XVI. His decree states: “It must be always clear that the 
one, Holy Catholic and Apostolic Universal Church is not the sister, but the mother of all the 
churches.” How accurate the scripture is, “… THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS” (Rev 17:5). 

It is her ability to operate within the disciplines of ecclesiastical and political jurisdiction that enable her to 
oscillate between the soft and hard power options. In addition, we must never lose site of the fact that the 
Papacy lays her plans over hundreds of years; this is the origin of her success! There is no other power upon 
this planet that is comparable to her, or can compete against her. Furthermore, according to the dogma of the 
Church, Catholics that have been baptized and done their first communion are considered legitimate members 
of the church; and as such, owe their allegiance to the reigning Pope of the day irrespective of where they live. 
So, in a manner of speaking, universally Catholics are dual citizens. However, dual citizenship or not, 
unquestionably in the main their first allegiance must be to the Pope of the day. It will become evident from the 
diagrams on Page 16 that the RCC is the only universal contender in the geopolitical space! It is so, because 
she has loyal followers within every nation upon the globe and has the infrastructure to match. She is the only 
organization upon the face of the earth that transcends continental and national borders — in every sense of 
the word. 

During the course of the next few pages, I will, to the best of my ability, elucidate the modus operandi of this 
satanically inspired ‘Mother of Harlots’ (Rev 17:5) system. Moreover, it is not the function of this document to 
further (than what has already been said) explicate the origin and progressive formation of the Roman Catholic 
Church and the Holy Roman Empire — as countless historical books, dissertations and papers have been 
written apropos this subject. My objective is to establish the following: 

1. Two levels of jurisdiction (legality) 

2. How this Jurisdiction is Constituted 

3. Practical Application 

This document became a necessity owing to the fact that over time, the author had been unable to find 
definitive data documenting the detailed workings (structures) of the Universal Roman Church, and its intent 
thereof.  Therefore, I had to ‘dig deep’ in perseverance  in order to enable me to come to grips with the 
confusing terminology, together with the multifaceted nature of the system — in order to comprehend 
the structure of this megalithic Satanic masterpiece!  The Roman Catholic (universal) Church is a very 
complex system, it is thus, because it functions on a number of simultaneous levels, which are not readily 
discerned; and hence, therein lies its deceptive modus operandi. “And the Serpent said to Eve…” Broadly 
speaking, the Catholic Church operates at two primary levels, the spiritual and temporal domains, and is 
extremely adept at oscillating between these two entities in order to maximize its objectives! 

1. Two Levels of Jurisdiction (Legality)  

a) Spiritual Jurisdiction 

b) Temporal Jurisdiction 
 

a) Spiritual Jurisdiction 

The Roman Catholic Church asserts that she has a divine mandate to subjugate the whole world to Christ, 
and that she is the sole arbiter and possessor of spiritual truth, therefore her pronouncements are sacrosanct. 
She arrives at this divine mandated conclusion by the fact that the Apostle Peter was given the ‘Keys of the 
Kingdom’ by Jesus himself, and is expressed as ‘Petrine Authority’ because Christ told Peter that whatever he 
bound in heaven would be bound upon the earth; and whatever he loosed in heaven would be loosed upon 
earth. And that he was to feed Jesus’ sheep (Jn 21:15).  

In other words, whatever Peter’s pronouncements were, and later additions via papal bulls and Canon Law 
they would henceforth be legally binding upon all the inhabitants of the earth — Catholic and non-Catholic 
alike. Catholic dogma states that Peter was the first Bishop of Rome, and later became the first Pope and 
therefore legal head over the bishops. The legal assertion is that the Apostles, via the continuous lineage of 
the bishops, represent an unbroken line of apostolic succession from the time of Peter to the present day. 
They see themselves as direct descendants of the twelve Apostles. Strange to say, that in the ensuing years 
the numeric has jumped from twelve to around five thousand?   
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So, according to the Roman Church, her divine mandate was irrevocably bestowed upon her by Jesus himself 
via the keys of the kingdom and the apostolic succession principal.  

Many of us understand that this interpretation is a gross manipulation of the scriptures, and therefore it must 
be held in the highest contempt thereof! Nevertheless, as far as the Catholic Church is concerned their 
interpretation is cast in concrete, so to speak, and is absolutely non-negotiable!  

“Thus the Catechism states: Jesus entrusted a specific authority to Peter: "I will give you the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on 
earth shall be loosed in heaven." The "power of the keys" designates authority to govern the house of God, 
which is the Church.   

...The power to "bind and loose" connotes the authority to absolve sins, to pronounce doctrinal judgments, and 
to make disciplinary decisions in the Church. Jesus entrusted this authority to the Church through the ministry 
of the apostles, and in particular through the ministry of Peter, the only one to whom he specifically entrusted 
the keys of the kingdom”. 

The symbol of this jurisdiction is publically on display for those who have eyes to see: 

Francis’s Papal Coat of Arms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The keys symbolize Petrine authority in perpetuity. The star represents the Virgin Mary.  
And the chard/pine-cone is said to represent Joseph.  

However, antiquity tells a very different story indeed! It is the symbol for the male phallic. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Petrine authority: “The Mystery of Peter's Successor Today”, Tu es Petrus: So the choir chants at the 

Inauguration Mass of a new pope. Notice, the Bishop of Rome is not the successor of the man who 
preceded him in office, but the Successor of Peter... indeed; he is mystically identified with St. Peter 
himself. 

Why is this so? As indicated earlier, our Lord builds his Church, God's Kingdom, upon the Rock of Peter's 
person and faith. St Peter, then (along with St James, John, Paul, and the other Apostles), remains the 
Church's perpetual foundation.  Moreover, as chief steward of the Kingdom, St. Peter's vocation is unique and 
irreplaceable.” Quote from: A pastoral and catechetical tool (for Roman Catholics) off the Internet. 

When a new pope is elected and sits upon his Papal throne (Peter’s chair) for the first time, he sits in 
his Petrine authority, and as such, he takes on the mantle of the Apostle Peter — and not the mantle of 
the previous retired or deceased Pope.  Below is the Vatican City/State — Coat of Arms — the focal point 
being the Petrine Keys. 

 
 
 
 
 
The triple crown denotes the three levels of Papal authority as confirmed by the Holy See’s Press Office article  
updated on 03/04/2001    
                                                                            
 
 
 
 
The Triregnum (the Papal Tiara) formed by three crowns (rings) symbolizing the triple power of the Pope: 
Father of kings, Governor of the world and Vicar of Christ) from the XVIII Century, with which the bronze statue of 
Saint Peter is crowned every June 29

th
, the feast day of the Saint. Notice the cross perched atop the globe (world) – 

reinforcing the papal claim of world domination. 
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b) Temporal Jurisdiction 

It is self-evident, that in order for the above interpretation to become de facto — some type of infrastructure is 
necessary to enable the implementation of the spiritual belief, in a temporal world. It must be clearly 
understood that every individual and position in the hierarchy of the Universal Roman Church is there to 
unconditionally serve the Pope, and the objectives of the Mother Church.  

2. How this Jurisdiction is Constituted 

Relative to the above paragraph, the first thing we need to do is to define the position of the Pope in relation to 
the Universal Roman Church.  

The personage of the Pope is encapsulated in the office of the Papacy. In my opinion, the Papacy has to be 
one of the most misunderstood terms in relation to the office of the Pope, and the Roman hierarchy in general. 
The office of the Papacy can be defined as follows:  Embraces the legal personality of the Pope in relation 
to the Universal Roman Church (Holy See) and Vatican City/State, it is this fact that gives the spiritual 
dimension its legal status, in a temporal world. Going forward, it is vital to comprehend this distinction: 
When a pope is crowned, it is with these words: “Take thou the tiara adorned with the Triple Crown, 
and know that thou art the father of princes and kings, and art governor of the world.”  Pope Leo XIII 
said: 'All Catholics, without exception, must be prepared for complete submission and obedience of 
will to the Roman Pontiff as to God himself'. (Encyclical 'Chief duties of Christians as Citizens').    

Saints these are not idle words pertaining to a bygone era, no! They carry as much weight today as they ever 
did — more so, because the return of Jesus Christ is imminent. The triple crown symbolizes satanic authority 
over: Heaven, Earth and the Underworld (Hell) — what blasphemy!!!  In the highly developed media world of 
today, it is common to hear the following terms bandied about: Pope, Papacy, Holy See, the Vatican, 
Vatican City and Vatican State. What do these terms signify?  

The Office of the Papacy is a composite description, and is elucidated as followers: 

a) The Pope as the Bishop of Rome 

In this position he is the legal incumbent and direct successor (no generational gaps) to the Apostle Peter; 
and it is from here that his ‘Petrine Authority’ is derived. In terms of jurisdiction, and office, he is head of the 
Major Archdioceses of the City of Rome (inclusive of Vatican City). Being a Bishop he is accountable for 
the congregation of Roma. By extension, the Bishops of the various dioceses in and around the City of 
Roma administer his ecclesiastical responsibilities in the wider sense. St. John Lateran Basilica is the local 
church (cathedral) of Roma, and this is where the Pope preaches every Sunday, and in so doing operates as 
the world’s head, head-bishop; and the bishop of the diocese of Rome, and head of the local parish. This 
position is unique to the Pope. The Bishops throughout the world are heads of their own (local) diocese only. 
The Pope is also a priest, and according to Canon law, and his priestly vow, he is required to daily carry out 
various priestly duties, inclusive of the mass.   

In the performance of his priestly duties he is designated Priest of St. John Lateran Basilica. The mass 
is the *continual re-crucifixion (sacrifice) of Christ and is celebrated within the Lateran Basilica.  
*See our web site doc: (www.thefinalword.co.za/Catholisism/Purple & Scarlet.pdf — Roman Catholicism, the Greatest Hoax of All Time.   

b) The Holy (or Apostolic) See 

The Holy See in Latin is rendered as Sedes (Seat), Sedere (to sit), Sacrorum (Holy). The formal 
name for the chair (seat) was, and still is Cathedra Petri - literally ‘chair of St. Peter’ (www.One-

Evil.org). The Lateran Cathedral (St John’s) is the Mother Church, Official Seat and Palace of the 
Bishop of Roma and is also referred to as the Holy See.  Legally speaking ‘The See’ is the 
diocese of Roma, the chief diocese of the Catholic Church; therefore, the Pope as the Bishop of 
Roma is the Archbishop of the Universal Roman Church.  

The chair/seat de facto enshrines the Popes legal position as Vicarius Christi (Vicar of Christ) — the supreme 
ruler of the Universal Roman Church.  

Positionally it is the ‘chair’ that guarantees the Pope (of the day) his Petrine authority. Canon Law 331:1 
substantiates this doctrine. Canon Law 333:3: There is neither appeal nor recourse against a judgement 
or a decree of the Roman Pontiff. 

We have already noted that according to church dogma the Pope is supreme ruler of the world; superior to 
all kings, prime ministers and presidents, etc. Therefore, the reader must be aware that these spiritual and 
temporal claims remain very much fundamental dogmas of Catholic teaching in our day.  

The Holy See has the dual role of exercising singular sovereignty over both a world religion and a 
country. The Holy See and Vatican City/State are recognised in international law as two separate entities 
(though only Vatican City is legally recognised as a state). The Holy See's sovereignty is based on the 
Catholic Church's perception of itself as a sovereign universal entity on par with the secular sovereign states.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_Archiepiscopal_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecclesiastical_jurisdiction
http://www.thefinalword.co.za/Catholisism/The_Greatest_Hoax_Of_All_Time_Catholicism.pdf
http://www.intratext.com/IXT/ENG0017/5Q.HTM
http://www.intratext.com/IXT/ENG0017/8G.HTM
http://www.intratext.com/IXT/ENG0017/27.HTM
http://www.intratext.com/IXT/ENG0017/31.HTM
http://www.intratext.com/IXT/ENG0017/45.HTM
http://www.intratext.com/IXT/ENG0017/43.HTM
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The Catholic Church, however, realized that a spiritual sovereignty needed a secular foundation in a world of 
secular states. Thus, historically, the Church claimed its right to a secular domain (Papal States) to 
secure the spiritual sovereignty. But, unlike the secular states, the Church is a worldwide organization 
that has no national boundaries, as its spiritual jurisdiction extends to wherever its members reside. 
The Pope exercises the spiritual jurisdiction as head of the worldwide church and so doing, he embodies the 
tripartite functions of Prophet, Priest and King. 

As Prophet, the Pope is the ultimate authority on church doctrine and administration.  As Priest, the Pope has 
jurisdiction over all the Sees or Bishops' Offices and convenes the Sacred College of Cardinals. As King, the 
Pope exercises sovereignty over the State of Vatican City.  The Pope exercises these tri-partite functions by 
sitting at the Head of the Catholic Church government, known as the Holy See.  

The Holy See has jurisdiction globally over all Catholics; this jurisdiction is not merely a moral 
influence or persuasion, but is jurisdiction in the proper sense. This jurisdictional authority means that 
the Holy See possesses executive, legislative, judicial and disciplinary power over its citizens. 
Therefore, the Universal Roman Church, through the government of the Holy See, possesses all needful 
provision and necessary power for the operation of a global sovereign government.  The Holy See via 
its structures is by far the largest geo-political/religious organization in the world — no other agency or 
government can compare with it.  

It is the Holy See that establishes foreign relations with nations (Embassies, consulates, etc.) and not Vatican 
City/State.  It has its own Secretary of State (Prime Minister) and is a non-voting member of the UN, but sits 
on many boards in an advisory capacity.  In her advisory capacity she is able to influence the content of 
resolution documents, and thereby bring about change — in any given situation or event. Having the ability to 
majorly influence the drafting of various U.N. resolutions (laws) which are binding upon member nations — is a 
great advantage for The Holy See.  

The Holy See is a member of the following international organizations and groups including the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), International Telecommunication Union, the Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE), the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) and the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).  

The Holy See is also a permanent observer in various international organizations, including the United Nations 
General Assembly, the Council of Europe, UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization), the World Trade Organization (WTO), and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).  

Also, the Holy See participates as an observer in AU, Arab League, Council of Europe, OAS, IOM, and in the 
United Nations and its agencies FAO, ILO, UNCTAD, UNEP, UNESCO, UN-HABITAT, UNHCR, UNIDO, 
UNWTO, WFP, WHO, WIPO. It participates as a guest in NAM, and as a full member in IAEA, OPCW, OSCE. 

In addition it has its own TV/Radio/Publishing facilities. Her Radio facility broadcasts in 
40 languages. The Holy See also owns and operates one of the world’s most powerful 
radio-telescope named, “L.U.C.I.F.E.R., which stands for “Large Binocular Telescope 
Near-infrared Utility with Camera and Integral Field Unit for Extragalactic Research,” is a 
chilled instrument attached to a telescope in Arizona.  And yes, it’s named for the Devil, 

whose name itself means “morning star” [and which] happens to be right next to the Vatican Observatory on 
Mt. Graham in Tucson (Arizona).” Tom Horn & Chris Putnam (public domain).  

c) Vatican City/State: 

Vatican City/State is an independent country, and is internationally recognised as such. Therefore, it is a fully-
fledged political entity.  It has its own security guards (Swiss Guard) prints its own money, has its own bank, 
post office, fire dept. train station, etc. Vatican City/State has entered into a number of international treaties 
and is a member of a number of global institutions, for example: European Conference of Postal and 
Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), European Telecommunications Satellite Organization (Eutelsat 
IGO), International Grains Council (IGC), International Institute of Administrative Sciences (IIAS), International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU), International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (ITSO), Interpol, and 
the Universal Postal Union (UPU) It also participates in: World Medical Association, World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO). Ack: Wikipedia. 

The word "Vaticanus" is either Latin or Etruscan. The word is etymologically associated with the word "Vatic" 
which is a form of "Vates." "Vates" referred to a (pagan) priest who was involved in divination (or predictions). 
From the word Vatican we also get the word "vaticinate" which means to divine, predict, or foretell.  

Ancient priests of Rome have also been referred to as "augurs." These priests of divination used a staff called 
an auguur's staff or divining rod. This short staff, which was used by the Etruscans, was adopted by the 
bishops of Rome to indicate that they were perpetuating the office of the ancient pagan priesthood. ‘Vatican’ 
means ‘divining serpent’ from Latin Vatis=diviner, and can=serpent. Public domain. To this day, there is much 
controversy within the legal fraternity, as to whether Vatican City/State, fully meets the internationally accepted 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_organizations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Atomic_Energy_Agency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Atomic_Energy_Agency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Telecommunication_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_for_Security_and_Co-operation_in_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_for_Security_and_Co-operation_in_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_for_the_Prohibition_of_Chemical_Weapons
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_High_Commissioner_for_Refugees
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observer_status
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_General_Assembly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_General_Assembly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Trade_Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food_and_Agriculture_Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_League
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_of_American_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Migration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FAO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ILO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNCTAD
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNEP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UN-HABITAT
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNHCR
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Industrial_Development_Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Tourism_Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WFP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WHO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WIPO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-Aligned_Movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IAEA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OPCW
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_for_Security_and_Co-operation_in_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Conference_of_Postal_and_Telecommunications_Administrations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Conference_of_Postal_and_Telecommunications_Administrations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eutelsat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Grains_Agreement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Institute_of_Administrative_Sciences
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Telecommunication_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Telecommunication_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Telecommunications_Satellite_Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Postal_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Medical_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Intellectual_Property_Organization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Intellectual_Property_Organization
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norms and standards in terms of qualifying for Nation-State, status? Since it’s admittance as an observer to 
the League of Nations in 1944, which became the United Nations in 1948 — the Holy See’s credentials in 
relation to fully meeting the legal requirements in terms of its eligibility for permanent member status are also 
questionable. Public Domain.  

However, it is the writer’s belief that the Vatican/Holy See is perfectly satisfied with its observer status for the 
following reasons: 1) The Holy See will never ever acknowledge another power (institution/government) to be 
greater than herself. 2) Given the qualitative standards of her diplomats (Bishops, Priests) who, many in their 
own right are esteemed scientist, engineers and experts in many fields, etc. — give her the ability via her 
observer status to greatly influence global outcomes.    

Now that we have insight into the constituted ecclesiastical and temporal legality of the Universal Roman 
Church, we will now turn our attention to the practical application of this entity today, via its various structures. 
Also, it is worth remembering that the Universal Roman Church in its present format (Pope, Bishops, etc.) 
came into being around 650 AD — prior to this period it was work in progress, if you will.  By work in progress, 
the author means it was in the process of evolving from just before the demise of the *western leg of the 
Roman Empire (476 AD), into what we evidence today.  

*The Western Roman Empire fell in 476 AD after it was sacked by the Osigoths and their king Odoacer. 
However, the Eastern Roman Empire technically didn't fall until 1453 when it was sacked by the Ottoman 
Turks. 

3) Practical Application 

We begin our dissemination by systematically interrogating the primary structures as per our diagram (see 
Page 16), and the various roles that they play within the Universal Roman Church. In other words, the building 
blocks of how the Universal Roman Church is governed, and how she in turn governs, and the human 
resources available to her.  But first, the reader needs to study the two diagrams, A and B on page sixteen — 
in order to familiarise themselves with the structure and terminology.  

a) Backbone: The backbone of this megalithic structure is categorised within the three centre-line rectangular 
boxes entitled: Secretary of State, Curio Romano (Administrative Governance), Vatican City/State — Vatican 
Bank (IOR) recently changed by Pope Francis to: Administration of the Patrimony of the Apostolic See (APSA) 
headed up by: Cardinal George Pell (Sydney), head of Pope Francis’ new Secretariat for the Economy.  

b) Functions of the Bishops: The four rectangular boxes on the right broadly illustrate the functions of the 
Bishops; keep in mind that a Monsignor, Cardinal and Archbishop always remain a Bishop/Priest. The College 
of Cardinals is a group comprising any of number of elected (various National Conference’s) Bishops — who 
come together after the death of the Pope for the sole purpose of electing a successor. They are legally 
constituted for this period of time only. Once a new Pope is elected, they disband and return from whence they 
came.   

The Synod of Bishops is based in the Vatican and deals with issues that have been passed onto them from 
the National Conference of Bishops world-wide for action. The Synod reports directly to the Pope of the day. 
The National Conference of Bishops is made up of Bishops from around the world. Each nation is divided up 
into provinces, each province depending on size, may have more than one Bishop. Directly under the Bishops 
are Priests, their Parishes and various organizations, e.g. Schools, Convents, etc.  

Furthermore, the National Conferences co-ordinates local policy within each nation and the provinces located 
in those nations. The Priests report to their local Bishops regarding the Parishes they serve. The Synod and 
National Conferences directly report to the Pope however, there are many practical spiritual and political 
issues that they deal with and of necessity they report to the Curia Romano in the Vatican; as well as the 
Secretary of State.  

c) Vicariate (Diocese) of Roma; 9 Curio Congregations & Diocesan structures world-wide; Jesuit Curia: 

The three boxes (ecclesia) on the left, unlike the Bishops are autonomous and report directly to the Pope as 
well as working through Curia Romano. Because they are of a religious nature they are comprised of Bishops 
and Priests, etc. who of necessity have cross-over responsibilities.  This is the case with all of the religious 
orders, including the clergy who are actively involved within the political and civil domains of the Holy See. 
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Structure of the Woman: 2nd Beast & False Prophet of Rev 13:11, 16:13, 19: 20, 20:10 
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per nation 
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per nation 

Dioceses & Parishes 

per nation 

Globally there are 219,583 local parish churches managed by a  
Priest/Deacon who directly inter-acts with communities at grass-root level.  

In Catholic terminology this level is expressed as: Catholic Action! 
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Jesuit Curia 
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1) General Congregation  
2) Jesuit General      
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4) Provincials 
5) Superiors 

6) Globally 3730 
educational institutions 

(which mold the minds of 
future political and 
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10 Assistancies 
  

http://www.gcatholic.org/dioceses/romancuria/d01.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congregation_for_Bishops
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Pastoral Power & Catholic Action 
‘Catholic Action’ (‘Catholic laity in action’) working from grass-root levels up is the most effective intervention 
by Catholics world-wide in relation to their local communities. They do this by sitting on various advisory 
boards, or governing bodies of the following entities: Municipal Offices, Fire/Police Departments, schools, 
colleges, day-care facilities, hospitals, clinics, businesses, etc., they are able influence for change.  This 
influence is generally achieved via the voting procedure, which in turn brings about their desired outcomes. 
They also hold powerful positions in various structures of Governments — local, provincial and federal. 

The following phrase best describes catholic-action: The power to mobilize, to justify, and to legitimize 
action!  This is achieved via the hierarchal chain of command. As an aside, it is interesting that in the 
Serbian language the word ‘Ustashi’ is translated into English as ‘Catholic Action’. Makes one wonder as to 
who really was behind the Bosnian debacle?! 

Given that there are globally some 219,583 parishes — the exponential factor of catholic-action is mind-
boggling!  As already elucidated in this document, many of the religious orders have a large laity component 
to them.  

 
              Diagram B                                                       

 

 

 

 

© The Final Word Internet Ministry 

 

How the Holy See’s Global Chain of Command Operates (wheels-within-wheels) 

We begin by examining the human resources available to the Holy See:  

The basic staffing component of the Roman Catholic Church and Vatican City is megalithic! The following 
figures are fairly recent estimates:  

Vatican Curia staff = 3,000. Bishops = 5,000.  Diocese = 2,946. Parishes = 219,583.  Priests = 414,313. 
Permanent Deacons = 42,104 Lay professionals Ministers = 21,424. Lay Ecclesial Ministers in parish 
ministry = 39,651.  Religious Brothers = 55,314 Religious Nuns = 705,529.  

Globally there are hundreds of thousands of individuals, full and part time, not listed in the above categories 
— who are co-opted via co-joined organisations that are totally committed to the endeavours of the Universal 
Mother Church.  

Opus Dei is a good example: The prelature comprises about 84,000 people, including 1,800 priests. Europe 
has 48,700 members; America, 29,000; Asia and Oceania, 4,700; and Africa, 1,600. Opus Dei can be 
equated to a highly disciplined multinational corporation with its members being seen as units of production. 
They permeate all level of society, be it government, quasi-government, military, intelligence services, civil, 
commerce, medical, legal fraternity, education, etc. the list is endless. The lay Opus Dei are not on the Opus 
payroll, and are usually very well educated and in key positions (in their respective fields) and therefore well 
enumerated, which means they contribute finances to Opus Dei.  

If we equate the Universal Roman Church to an international corporation it would be described as follows:  
Globally having 219,583 branch offices — strategically placed around the world, and 414,000 branch 
managers. And going up the ladder there are 5000 regional managers, 3000 Head Office staff, plus an 
additional 800,000 workers who do not fit into the above categories. And then there is the added bonus of 
having an almost zero wage bill. The reason being, staff work for peanuts, and they can never be unionized 
— therefore, no possibility of strikes!  (Map can be enlarged: Public domain)  

The Catholic Church (via the Holy See) has diplomatic relations with 179 countries. About 80 have resident 
ambassadors and the rest are based in other European cities.  We will 
deal with how practically the Catholic Church influence’s nations 
globally; both spiritually and politically towards the end of this document. 
Ever wondered why kings, prince’s presidents, prime ministers and 
celebrities are forever stopping off at the Vatican?  Acknowledgements: 

Wikipedia 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Vatican_relations.svg
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The Holy See has divided the world up into Provinces. Provinces 
within the various countries are usually demarcated by existing 
state, or provincial boundaries. The Provinces are further broken-
down into Archdiocese, dioceses and Parishes. Whilst the Papacy is 
the head office, so to speak, the practical power (pastoral power) 
resides at the local level of the parish church. Individually the local 
church may appear to be insignificant; however, their effectiveness 
lies within their sheer numbers! There are approximately 219.583 
local churches globally, and they constitute the spider’s web, or 
octopus tentacles that enshroud the entire globe. They are so pervasive that it is impossible not to be 
affected by them — one way or the other!  

As noted in Diagram B, the parish is the lowest level in the command-chain, and it this level that makes the 
Catholic Church so effective via the Catholic Action Concept. And in this regard, she has no equals and 
never will. The author reminds the reader that the various levels of governance are intertwined ecclesiastical, 
politically and civilly. From the lowest level to the highest, they are inextricably bound to one another, and 
they have but one objective and one objective only! And that is, the expansion of the Mother Church via the 
propagation of their satanically inspired false gospel, together with hell-taking multiple erroneous doctrines 
(Transubstantiation, Queen of Heaven, Purgatory, etc.); with the final goal being the souls of 
men/woman (Rev 18:13). 

The Oath of a Catholic Priest - John Lyons, Ex-Catholic Priest 
"I do declare from my heart, without mental reservation, that the Pope is Christ's 
vicar-general and is the true and only head of the Universal Church throughout the 
world, and that by virtue of the Keys of binding and losing, given to his Holiness by 
Jesus Christ, he has power to depose heretical kings, princes, states, 
commonwealths and governments, all being illegal without his sacred Confirmation, 

and that they may safely be destroyed. 
 
"Therefore, to the utmost of my power, I will defend this doctrine and his Holiness, rights and customs 
against all usurpers of the Protestant authority whatsoever, especially against the now pretended authority of 
the Church of England and all adherents, in regard that they may be usurped and heretical, opposing the 
Sacred Mother, the Church of Rome. I do renounce and disown any allegiance as due to any Protestant 
king, prince, or state, or obedience to any of their inferior officers.” 
 
I do further declare the doctrine of the Church of England, of the Calvinists, Huguenots, and other 
Protestants, to be damnable and those to be damned who will not forsake the same."I do further declare that 
I will help, assist, and advise, all or any of his Holiness' agents, in any place wherever I shall be, and to do 
my utmost to extirpate the Protestant doctrine and to destroy all their pretended power, regal or otherwise. 
 
I do further promise and declare that, notwithstanding, I may be permitted by dispensation to assume any 
heretical religion for the propagation of the Mother Church's interest, to keep secret and private all her 
agents' counsels as they entrust to me, and not to divulge, directly or indirectly, by word, writing, or 
circumstances whatsoever, but to execute all which shall he proposed given in charge, discovered unto me 
by you my most Reverend Lord and Bishop. 
 

The Cardinals’ Oath  
‘I, ............…..............., Cardinal of the Holy Roman Church, do promise and swear, that from this time to the 
end of my life, I will be faithful and obedient unto St Peter, the holy apostolic Roman Church and our 
most Holy Lord, the Pope of Rome and his successors, canonically and lawfully elected; that I will give 
no advice, consent or assistance against the pontifical majesty and person; that I will never knowingly and 
advisedly, to their injury or disgrace, make public the counsels entrusted to me by themselves, or by 
messengers or letters; also that I will give them any assistance in retaining, defending and recovering the 
Roman Papacy and the regalia of Peter with all my might and endeavour, so far as the rights and privileges 
of my order will allow it, and will defend against all their honour and state and I will direct and defend with 
due form and honour the legates and nuncios of the apostolic see, in the territories, churches, monasteries, 
and other benefices committed to my keeping; and I will cordially co-operate with them and treat them with 
honour in their combining, aiding and returning and that I will resist unto blood all persons whatsoever who 
shall attempt anything against them.  
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That I will by every way and by every means strive to preserve, augment and advance the rights, honours, 
privileges, the authority of the Holy Roman Bishop, our Lord the Pope, and his before-mentioned 
successors; and that at whatever time anything shall be decided to their prejudice which is out of my power 
to hinder, as soon as I shall know that any steps or measures have been taken to the matter, I will make it 
known to the same, our Lord or his successors, or some other person by whose means it may be brought to 
their knowledge.  
 
That I will keep and carry out and cause others to keep and carry out the rules of the Holy Father, the 
decrees, ordinances, dispensations, reservations, provisions, apostolic mandates and constitutions of the 
Holy Father Sextus, of happy memory, as to visiting the thresholds of the apostles at certain prescribed 
times, according to the tenor of that which I have just read through. That I will seek out and oppose, 
persecute and fight (omni conatu persecuturum et impugnaturum) against heretics and schismatics who 
oppose our Lord the Pope of Rome, and his heretoforementioned successors, and this I will do with every 
possible effort.’ Ack: Public Domain 

 
 

By far the most effective religious order within the Roman Catholic Church Structures  
Is the Jesuits! 

 

  

 

                                                              

Brasil: Francis Xavier in former Jesuit Church, Salvador 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pontifical Gregorian University, Rome - the most prestigious Catholic Jesuit University in the world 

(Ack: Public Domain) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

According to Jesuit priest, Thomas J Rees (Prof), the priority of the order is the promotion of the 

Global Catholic Agenda — summarized as follows: 

 Promoting refugee freedom via the local church. 

 Justice and peace — as articulated in Catholic social teaching (catholic action). 

 Upholding the Position of ‘The Holy See’. 

 Principal goals of Vatican (Holy See) diplomacy are: Promotion of Catholic teaching, 

administering the sacraments, teaching children in the faith and charity in the respective 

countries where they represent the church, universal. Source: Rees’s Utube videos. 

 

Go ye, then, into all the world and take possession of all lands in the name of the Pope. He who will not 
accept him as the Vicar of Jesus and his Vice-Regent on earth, let him be accursed and exterminated.” 
Professor Arthur Noble Public Domain 
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Quotes about the Jesuit Order ("Society of Jesus") from Famous People 
“He who thinks he knows the Jesuits by having read all the books that were written in the past century [the 
Eighteenth Century] to unmask them, would be grossly deceived. The Jesuitism of that day was an open war 
against the Gospel and society; the Jesuitism of the present is a slow but contagious and deadly 
disease, which secretly insinuates itself; it is a poison taken under the name of medicine.” {7} 
[Emphasis added] Cartha “Deke” DeLoach, 1995 (SMOM; Ex-Assistant Director, FBI Hoover’s FBI.). 

"My history of the Jesuits is not eloquently written, but it is supported by unquestionable authorities [and] is 
very particular and very horrible. Their [the Jesuit Order] restoration [in 1814 by Pope Pius VII] is indeed a 
step toward darkness, cruelty, despotism, [and] death. I do not like the appearance of the Jesuits. If ever 
there was a body of men who merited eternal damnation on earth and in hell, it is this Society of 
[Ignatius de]Loyola."- John Adams (1735-1826; 2nd President of the United States). 

"The Jesuits are a secret society a sort of Masonic order with super-added features of 
revolting odiousness, and a thousand times more dangerous." Samuel Morse (1791-
1872; American inventor the telegraph; author of the book Foreign Conspiracy against the 
Liberties of the United States). 

President Thomas Jefferson: “I do not like the reappearance of the Jesuits. Shall we not 
have regular swarms of them here, in as many disguises as only a king of the gypsies can 

assume, dressed as printers, publishers, writers and schoolmasters? If ever there was a body of men who 
merited eternal damnation on earth and in hell, it is this Society of Loyola’s. Nevertheless, we are 
compelled by our system of religious toleration to offer them an asylum....”  

Thomas Jefferson replied to his predecessor, “Like you, I disapprove of the restoration of the Jesuits, for it 
means a step backwards from light into darkness....” (The Power and Secret of the Jesuits, Rene Fulop-
Miller, 390) Thomas. 

"It is my opinion that if the liberties of this country, the United States of America are destroyed, it will 
be by the subtlety of the Roman Catholic Jesuit priests, for they are the most crafty, dangerous 
enemies to civil and religious liberty. They have instigated MOST of the wars of Europe." Marquis de La 
Fayette (1757-1834; French statesman and general who served in under the command of General 
George Washington during the American Revolutionary War. 

Short History of Jesuits 
A religious order of men in the Roman Catholic Church, founded by Saint Ignatius of Loyola in 1534, and 
confirmed by Pope Paul III in 1540. The motto of the order is Ad majorem Dei gloriam (Latin, "to the greater 
glory of God"), and its object is the spread of the church by preaching and teaching or the fulfilment of 
whatever else is judged the most urgent need of the church at the time. Education has been its chief activity 
almost from the outset. It has made notable contributions to scholarship in both theology and the secular 
disciplines. The preparation required of a candidate, especially for membership as a priest rather than as a 
brother (temporal coadjutor), is considerably longer than that required for the secular priesthood or for 
membership in other religious orders. After two years in seclusion and prayer as a novice, the candidate 
takes simple vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, and becomes a scholastic. He then typically spends 
two years of study in review of classical subjects and three years studying philosophy, mathematics, and the 
physical sciences. He then spends some years of teaching succeeded by three years' study of theology, 
after which ordination to the priesthood takes place.  

Following a fourth year of theological study and a year of retirement and prayer, the candidate is awarded his 
final grade, becoming either a coadjutor or a professed. The coadjutors take final simple vows of poverty, 
chastity, and obedience, but the professed take these vows as solemn vows and add an additional solemn 
vow to go wherever the pope may send them; furthermore, the professed take five simple vows, among them 
the renunciation of ecclesiastical office beyond their order unless by directive of the order.  

The order is governed by a superior general, residing in Rome, (called the black pope) who is elected for life 
by the general congregation of the order, consisting of representatives of the various provinces; there are 
well over 100 regional provinces in the world, each under its own father provincial. Ack: ©The Master's Table 

Summary of the Jesuit Legacy: Infiltration, Subversion, Terrorism, and Education consisting of 
multiplying agents. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.masters-table.org/
http://www.plyojump.com/classes/images/networks/samuel_morse.jpg
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Jesuit Oath 
The below oath is taken from the reverend Ian Paisley’s web site. For decades this man has stood against 
the Mother of Harlots and has proclaimed her great hell-taking errors everywhere. Of course, today, for 
obvious reasons the veracity of the oath is highly controversial issue. However, the adage, “Can a leopard 
change its spots?” in the writers is highly applicable to this issue. F. Tupper Saussy’s experience quoted on 
page 49 is a modern example of Jesuit deceit! 

[The following is the text of the Jesuit Extreme Oath of Induction as recorded in the Journals of the 
62nd Congress, 3rd Session, of the United States Congressional Record (House Calendar No. 397, 
Report No. 1523, 15 February, 1913, pp. 3215-3216), from which it was subsequently torn out. The 
Oath is also quoted by Charles Didier in his book Subterranean Rome (New York, 1843), translated from the 
French original. Dr. Alberto Rivera, who escaped from the Jesuit Order in 1967, confirms that the induction 
ceremony and the text of the Jesuit Oath which he took were identical to what we have cited below.] 

When a Jesuit of the minor rank is to be elevated to command, he is conducted into the Chapel of the 
Convent of the Order, where there are only three others present, the principal or Superior standing in front of 
the altar. On either side stands a monk, one of whom holds a banner of yellow and white, which are the 
Papal colours, and the other a black banner with a dagger and red cross above a skull and crossbones, with 
the word INRI, and below them the words IUSTUM NECAR REGES IMPIUS. The meaning of which is: It is 
just to exterminate or annihilate impious or heretical Kings, Governments, or Rulers. 

Upon the floor is a red cross at which the postulant or candidate kneels. The Superior hands him a small 
black crucifix, which he takes in his left hand and presses to his heart, and the Superior at the same time 
presents to him a dagger, which he grasps by the blade and holds the point against his heart, the Superior 
still holding it by the hilt, and thus addresses the postulant: 

My son, heretofore you have been taught to act the dissembler: among Roman Catholics to be a Roman 
Catholic, and to be a spy even among your own brethren; to believe no man, to trust no man. Among the 
Reformers, to be a Reformer; among the Huguenots, to be a Huguenot; among the Calvinists, to be a 
Calvinist; among other Protestants, generally to be a Protestant; and obtaining their confidence, to seek 
even to preach from their pulpits, and to denounce with all the vehemence in your nature our Holy Religion 
and the Pope; and even to descend so low as to become a Jew among Jews, that you might be enabled to 
gather together all information for the benefit of your Order as a faithful soldier of the Pope. You have been 
taught to plant insidiously the seeds of jealousy and hatred between communities, provinces, states that 
were at peace, and to incite them to deeds of blood, involving them in war with each other, and to create 
revolutions and civil wars in countries that were independent and prosperous, cultivating the arts and the 
sciences and enjoying the blessings of peace; to take sides with the combatants and to act secretly with your 
brother Jesuit, who might be engaged on the other side, but openly opposed to that with which you might be 
connected, only that the Church might be the gainer in the end, in the conditions fixed in the treaties for 
peace and that the end justifies the means. You have been taught your duty as a spy, to gather all statistics, 
facts and information in your power from every source; to ingratiate yourself into the confidence of the family 
circle of Protestants and heretics of every class and character, as well as that of the merchant, the banker, 
the lawyer, among the schools and universities, in parliaments and legislatures, and the judiciaries and 
councils of state, and to be all things to all men, for the Pope’s sake, whose servants we are unto death. You 
have received all your instructions heretofore as a novice, a neophyte, and have served as co-adjurer, 
confessor and priest, but you have not yet been invested with all that is necessary to command in the Army 
of Loyola in the service of the Pope. You must serve the proper time as the instrument and executioner as 
directed by your superiors; for none can command here who has not consecrated his labours with the blood 
of the heretic; for “without the shedding of blood no man can be saved”. Therefore, to fit yourself for your 
work and make your own salvation sure, you will, in addition to your former oath of obedience to your order 
and allegiance to the Pope, repeat after me: 

 

Mat 5:33 Again, you have heard that it has been said to the ancients, "You shall not swear falsely, but 
you shall perform your oaths to the Lord."  Mat 5:34 But I say to you, Do not swear at all! Not by 
Heaven, because it is God's throne; Mat 5:35 not by the earth, for it is the footstool of His feet; not by 
Jerusalem, because it is the city of the great King; Mat 5:36 nor shall you swear by your head, because 
you cannot make one hair white or black.  Mat 5:37 But let your word be, Yes, yes; No, no. For 
whatever is more than these comes from evil (one).  
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I_______________ , now in the presence of Almighty God, the blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed St. John the 
Baptist, the Holy Apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul, and all the saints, sacred host of Heaven, and to you, my 
Ghostly Father, the superior general of the Society of Jesus, founded by St. Ignatius Loyola, in the 
pontification of Paul the Third, and continued to the present, do by the womb of the Virgin, the matrix of God, 
and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and swear that His Holiness, the Pope, is Christ’s Vice-Regent and is 
the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that by the virtue of the 
keys of binding and loosing given to His Holiness by my Saviour, Jesus Christ, he hath power to depose 
heretical Kings, Princes, States, Commonwealths, and Governments, and they may be safely destroyed. 
Therefore to the utmost of my power I will defend this doctrine and His Holiness’s right and custom against 
all usurpers of the heretical or Protestant authority whatever, especially the Lutheran Church of Germany, 
Holland, Denmark, Sweden and Norway, and the now pretended authority and Churches of England and 
Scotland, and the branches of same now established in Ireland and on the continent of America and 
elsewhere and all adherents in regard that they may be usurped and heretical, opposing the sacred Mother 
Church of Rome. I do now denounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical king, prince or State, 
named Protestant or Liberal, or obedience to any of their laws, magistrates or officers. I do further declare 
the doctrine of the Churches of England and Scotland of the Calvinists, Huguenots, and others of the name 
of Protestants or Masons to be damnable, and they themselves to be damned who will not forsake the same. 
I do further declare that I will help, assist, and advise all or any of His Holiness’s agents, in any place where I 
should be, in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Ireland or America, or in any other kingdom or territory I shall 
come to, and do my utmost to extirpate the heretical Protestant or Masonic doctrines and to destroy all their 
pretended powers, legal or otherwise. I do further promise and declare that, notwithstanding, I am dispensed 
with to assume any religion heretical for the propagation of the Mother Church’s interest; to keep secret and 
private all her agents’ counsels from time to time, as they entrust me, and not to divulge, directly or indirectly, 
by word, writing or circumstances whatever; but to execute all that should be proposed, given in charge, or 
discovered unto me by you, my Ghostly Father, or any of this sacred order. I do further promise and declare 
that I will have no opinion or will of my own or any mental reservation whatever, even as a corpse or cadaver 
(perinde ac cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey each and every command that I may receive from my 
superiors in the militia of the Pope and of Jesus Christ. That I will go to any part of the world whithersoever I 
may be sent, to the frozen regions north, jungles of India, to the centres of civilisation of Europe, or to the 
wild haunts of the barbarous savages of America without murmuring or repining, and will be submissive in all 
things, whatsoever is communicated to me. I do further promise and declare that I will, when opportunity 
presents, make and wage relentless war, secretly and openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Masons, 
as I am directed to do, to extirpate them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, 
sex nor condition, and that will hang, burn, waste, boil, flay, strangle, and bury alive these infamous heretics; 
rip up the stomachs and wombs of their women, and crush their infants’ heads against the walls in order to 
annihilate their execrable race. That when the same cannot be done openly I will secretly use the poisonous 
cup, the strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard, or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honour, rank, 
dignity or authority of the persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either public or private, as I at any 
time may be directed so to do by any agents of the Pope or Superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Father of 
the Society of Jesus. 

In confirmation of which I hereby dedicate my life, soul, and all corporal powers, and with the dagger which I 
now receive I will subscribe my name written in my blood in testimony thereof; and should I prove false, or 
weaken in my determination, may my brethren and fellow soldiers of the militia of the Pope cut off my hands 
and feet and my throat from ear to ear, my belly be opened and sulphur burned therein with all the 
punishment that can be inflicted upon me on earth, and my soul shall be tortured by demons in eternal hell 
forever. That I will in voting always vote for a Knight of Columbus in preference to a Protestant, especially a 
Mason, and that I will leave my party so to do; that if two Catholics are on the ticket I will satisfy myself which 
is the better supporter of Mother Church and vote accordingly. That I will not deal with or employ a 
Protestant if in my power to deal with or employ a Catholic. That I will place Catholic girls in Protestant 
families that a weekly report may be made of the inner movements of the heretics. That I will provide myself 
with arms and ammunition that I may be in readiness when the word is passed, or I am commanded to 
defend the Church either as an individual or with the militia of the Pope. All of which I,_______________, do 
swear by the blessed Trinity and blessed sacrament which I am now to receive to perform and on part to 
keep this my oath. In testimony hereof, I take this most holy and blessed sacrament of the Eucharist and 
witness the same further with my name written with the point of this dagger dipped in my own blood and seal 
in the face of this holy sacrament. 

(He receives the wafer from the Superior and writes his name with the point of his dagger dipped in his own 
blood taken from over his heart. And the Superior Says: 
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You will now rise to your feet and I will instruct you in the Catechism necessary to make yourself known to 
any member of the Society of Jesus belonging to this rank. In the first place, you, as a Brother Jesuit, will 
with another mutually make the ordinary sign of the cross as any ordinary Roman Catholic would; then one 
crosses his wrists, the palms of his hands open, and the other in answer crosses his feet, one above the 
other; the first points with forefinger of the right hand to the centre of the palm of the left, the other with the 
forefinger of the left hand points to the centre of the palm of the right; the first then with his right hand makes 
a circle around his head, touching it; the other then with the forefinger of his left hand touches the left side of 
his body just below his heart; the first then with his right hand draws it across the throat of the other, and the 
latter then with a dagger down the stomach and abdomen of the first. The first then says Iustum; and the 
other answers Necar; the first Reges; the other answers Impious. The first will then present a small piece of 
paper folded in a peculiar manner, four times, which the other will cut longitudinally and on opening the name 
Jesu will be found written upon the head and arms of a cross three times. You will then give and receive with 
him the following questions and answers: 

From whither do you come? Answer: The Holy faith. 

Whom do you serve? Answer: The Holy Father at Rome, the Pope, and the Roman Catholic Church 
Universal throughout the world. 

Who commands you? Answer: The Successor of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus or 
the Soldiers of Jesus Christ. 

Who received you? Answer: A venerable man in white hair. 

How? Answer: With a naked dagger, I kneeling upon the cross beneath the banners of the Pope and of our 
sacred order. 

Did you take an oath? Answer: I did, to destroy heretics and their governments and rulers, and to spare 
neither age, nor sex, nor condition; to be as a corpse without any opinion or will of my own, but to implicitly 
obey my Superiors in all things without hesitation or murmuring. 

Will you do that? Answer: I will. 

How do you travel? Answer: In the bark (boat) of Peter the fisherman. 

Whither do you travel? Answer: To the four quarters of the globe. 

For what purpose? Answer: To obey the orders of my General and Superiors and execute the will of the 
Pope and faithfully fulfil the conditions of my oaths. 

Go ye, then, into all the world and take possession of all lands in the name of the Pope. He, who will 
not accept him as the Vicar of Jesus and his Vice-Regent on earth, let him be accursed and 
exterminated. 

The Jesuits Order is a highly nefarious order and it is not for nothing that throughout the ages they have been 
referred to as the Pope’s Army — or shock troops!  They are by and large seen as a set-apart group; not 
having to comply with regulations that affect others orders, like the Dominican and Franciscan fathers, for 
instance. They do not wear the traditional robes of the other orders, but in the main wear the standard white 
dog-collar, black shirt and black pants. However, they are not confined to this style dress, because when 
required, they wear civilian clothing which enables them to operate under the radar, so to speak.  

Currently there are around 15,000 Jesuits priests globally, plus a fair number of Monsignors, Cardinals and 
Archbishops. And of course not forgetting the Boss-Man himself — Pope Francis. The election of the first 
publically acknowledged Jesuit as Pope is indeed a massive breakthrough for the Jesuit order.  

Part of the Jesuit training is the acceptance that white is black, and that the ends justify the means. 
Therefore, it is possible that in the past there may have been a Jesuit Pope elected, but for the sake of 
expediency the fact was kept under wraps.  

 

Their training is more rigorous than any of the other orders within the church, and it usually takes a minimum 
of about fifteen years to qualify for the priesthood. Upon acceptance as novices, the initiate take three 
vows: Poverty, Chastity and Obedience.  
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Once they qualify, depending upon a recommendation from their superior and acceptance by the General of 
the Society, they then proceed to the fourth vow.  The head of the Jesuit order is the Jesuit General, 
referred to by many as the ‘Black Pope’ because of the trade-mark ‘black’ Jesuit garb. The Jesuit’s play a 
major role in the governance of the Holy See’s dominions.  

The fourth vow, which Ignatius himself defined as “our beginning and principal foundation”, expresses 
what is specific to the Society: total availability to serve the Church wherever the pope sends us. The fourth 
vow also makes clear the place of the Society in the Church. It gives the Society structural incorporation 
into the life of the Church by linking its charism (persona) as an apostolic religious order within the 
hierarchical structure of the Church in the person of the Pope.  It is through this vow that the Society 
participates in the universal mission of the Church and that the universality of its mission, carried out through 
a wide range of ministries in the service of local churches, is guaranteed.  According to their 
Constitutions, “the entire purport of this fourth vow of obedience to the pope was and is with regard 
to missions… for having the members dispersed throughout the various parts of the world”.  

This is the matter of the vow… the Church and for “the one who holds the place of Christ our Lord for us.” 
This is why we speak of being united with the Pope effectively and affectively. Taken together, the 
fourth vow and our ecclesial spirituality move us to offer the service asked of us by the Pope.”  

Given that there is so much hype (disinformation) today regarding the so-called ‘Black Pope’ (Jesuit General) 
via the Internet and elsewhere, the writer feels it is necessary to spend some time unpacking the legal issues: 
Canon Law and the Fourth Vow compositely. This understanding should settle the issue of the position of the 
Jesuit General in relation to the Roman Catholic Church structures — and specifically the Pope. 

As already elucidated the ‘Fourth Vow’ is the last vow that a Jesuit priest takes, according to their 
constitution. From the onset, it must be kept in mind that Ignatius Loyola had to seek Pope Paul 3

rd
 

permission to formalize his new-found order. He did not one day wake up and say, “Hey! Presto! We are the 

Jesuits!” What actually happened was this… In 1539, Loyola and his initial six companions formed the 
Society of Jesus and sort approval from Pope Paul III in 1540, as well as Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises, which 
was approved in 1548.  Loyola realized that without head-office approval, he, and his ideas would go 

nowhere fast, so to speak!  

Also, he fully understood that in order for his newly found group to be effective — he needed the 
structures of the universal church to launch out into the known world of his day. On September 27, 
1540, Paul III sealed his approval with the highest and most solemn form of papal pronouncement, a 
document known as a “bull” (from the Latin bulla, meaning “bubble,” denoting the attached ovoid or circular 
seal bearing the pope’s name). Paul’s bull ordaining the Jesuits is entitled Regimini militantis ecclesiae, 
“On the Supremacy of the Church Militant.”  

The title forms a cabalistic device common to pagan Roman divining. Known as notariqon, this device is an 
acronym that enhances the meaning of its initialized words, in the way “MADD” tells us that Mothers Against 
Drunk Drivers are more than “against” drunken drivers, they’re very angry. “Regimini militantis ecclesiae” 
produces the notariqon “R[O]ME,” the empire whose salvation the Society of Jesus was ordained by 
this bull to secure through the arts of war. The following April, the original six and a few other members 
elected Ignatius de Loyola their first Superior General. Saussy: Rulers of Evil – page 51. 

Obedience in the life of the Society of Jesus: Obedience in the Society is grounded in the desire to be 
sent effectively, to serve completely, and to create ever stronger bonds of union among ourselves. 
These three strands come together in the account of conscience. For this reason, the account of 
conscience is essential to the practice of obedience in the Society.  

A Jesuit reveals to his superior all that is happening in his soul, the graces that he has received and the 
temptations he has undergone, so that his superior can more prudently and confidently send him on mission. 
The account is repeated annually so that the Jesuit and his superior can evaluate and confirm that mission 
together. GC Decree 4 

Vows: Poverty (1
st

), Chastity (2
nd

), Obedience (3
rd

) and Special Obedience to the Pope (4
th

) 
The Vow of Poverty: Intrinsic to this vow in the mind of the Jesuit (via his formational training) is that he will 
never seek high office; in other words, to be an ambitious individual who desires to elevate himself above his 
peers. This understanding is inculcated into the mind of a Jesuit novice from day one of his extensive 
training. The ultimate purpose of their lengthy training is to completely and utterly break the self-will 
component of the novice. Once an initiate is a qualified priest he is completely complaint to his local superior 
and via him to the Jesuit general. Their motto is to do and never to question the motives of their immediate 
superior — they are to unquestionably obey the vow of obedience.  

This blind obedience includes murder if necessary! Regarding the aforementioned, we must not be misled 
into thinking that these men are stupid — in fact, nothing could be further from the truth!  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope_Paul_III
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They are highly intelligent individuals, many being top researches and scientist in their chosen fields, along 
with being professors, doctors, and lawyers, etc.  -— the list goes on… Make no mistake! These men know 
exactly what they are doing... As an organisation they have had around 500 years to perfect their various 
dastardly techniques.  

The third vow of obedience (to the Jesuit General and Superior) falls away for the individual that accepts the 
offer from the Holy See to become a Bishop. In acceptance, technically (legally) speaking they lose their 
active and passive voice within the Jesuit order and are no longer under the obedience to their Superior and 
Jesuit General — and in effect they have to leave the order. At this juncture, the vows of poverty and 
obedience to the Jesuit General and Superior fall away. 

However, because of their deeply ingrained Jesuit lifestyle (years in many case) it would be naïve to believe 
that like the chameleon who effortlessly adapts it’s colour scheme to prevailing circumstances —  that the 
priests of Loyola  are actually able to change their Jesuitness!  

So, the question is: How does a Jesuit priest end up being elevated to a higher position within the Roman 
Church hierarchy? The answer is actually quite simple, and is found in one word OBEDIENCE! Since it is 
only the Pope who can promote an individual to the next level (Bishop) of the corporate ladder; the individual 
involved is contacted and an offer is made. Then and there, his concerns and fears are placated in relation to 
the vow of poverty and he is told it is for the greater good of the universal church. Since the promotion 
request comes from the Holy See’s office, the individual concerned is bound by his fourth 
and final vow, which is to serve the Pope. We must never ever lose site of the fact that 
the Jesuit order, in terms of military jargon, are the crack-troops of the Holy See... just 
like the SS were to Hitler. It is a well-known fact, that the Jesuit priest, Himmler modelled 
the SS on the Jesuit order — blind obedience being the cornerstone and order of the 
day.  

The Jesuits are the masters of deceit — just like their father, Satan. The picture on the 
left is one of Pope Francis officiating at the official beautification of the first ever Jesuit 
saint (making) ceremony wherein he is attired in Jesuit robes. If you expand the picture 
you will see the official Jesuit logo — the infamous I.H.S! We will develop the meaning 
of this acronym further on.  

The Jesuits are masters at wearing many hats… and so we have this absurd situation where the Pope, as 
supreme head of the Universal Roman Church is dressed up in his Jesuit regalia. What message is he 
sending out? And understandably the questions fly back and forth!  The primary question being: Is he still a 
Jesuit and subject to the authority of the Jesuit General? There are those who contend that the Jesuit 
General and the White Pope (Pope of the day) are co-regents in terms of an agreement worked out between 
Loyola and Pope Paul III that would continue in perpetuity. The author rejects this idea, owing to the facts of 
the legal position already elucidated. Furthermore, the Global Catholic Agenda, (point number three) 
precludes this possibility. 

Francis’ coat of arms (page 12) boldly portrays his Jesuit identity and a highly dangerous game he is playing 
— flouting the time-honoured traditions of the Catholic Church hierarchy, namely Petrine Authority and 
Apostolic Succession. The doctrines of Petrine Authority and Apostolic Succession void the possibility of a 
co-regency scenario. Whilst Francis is enormously popular beyond the walls of the Vatican City/State, there 
is a powerful right-wing (conservative) lobby of Bishops who are deeply distressed over Francis’ liberal 
behavior — as they see it.  

The fact that he refused to reside in the Papal Palace, the Lateran Cathedral (St John’s), in addition to 
catching busses/trains and driving himself around does not sit well with these Bishops at all. They feel he is 
degrading the highly esteemed office of the Papacy by his actions. It would not surprise the writer if Francis 
one day unwittingly partakes of ‘Borgia’s Cup’ as it is known in Vatican circles. Borgia’s cup is the poisoned 
cup. No autopsies are allowed to be performed on a deceased Pope — so, should he be given the ‘Cup of 
Borgia’ another reason will be given for his sudden demise. Or, he may suddenly resign, just as his 
predecessor did. 

Below is the Jesuit logo featuring the pagan SUN GOD and the three nails.  The Hebrew symbol for NAIL is 
also the number SIX.  Three nails in Hebrew literally means SIX, SIX, SIX. www.fossilizedcustoms.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fossilizedcustoms.com/
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The Jesuit Monogram I.H.S  
The backroom boys in Rome tell everyone that I.H.S. stands for: Iesus Hominum Salvator 
(Jesus the Savior of men). However, there are other interpretations as well. The following is 
a quote from a professing Jesuit priest, Gerald T. Floyd: “As a person who graduated from 
a Catholic grammar school, a Catholic high school and a Jesuit college, with a masters 
from a Jesuit school of theology and a doctorate from Berkeley’s Graduate Theological 
Union (which included the Jesuit, Franciscan and Dominican theology schools, along with 

Episcopal, Lutheran, Baptist and Unitarian). I do not recall hearing at any point in the last sixty years that 
I.H.S was any kind of monogram of the name of Jesus.  What I do recall hearing, 
repeatedly, was that I.H.S. was in fact an acronym for “in hoc signo vinces” (Latin 
for “in this sign you shall conquer”) which Constantine, the first Roman emperor to 
convert to Christianity, had emblazoned on the cross that led him into battle. 
Constantine became Caesar in 306 and defeated other tetrarchs to become sole 
emperor in 324.”  Alexander Hislop says that IHS represents: Isis Horus and 
Semiramis. 

The ancient Egyptians, Babylonians, Greeks and Romans worshiped this sign (minus the 
I.H.S.) as the worship of their sun-god, who went under the name of Ra and Apollo. The 
Romans used the Greek name. This sign is widely used in the Roman Catholic Church and is 
known as the Monstrance. Look at the picture of Pope Francis venerating (idolizing) the 
monstrance. The monstrance usually has a mega Jesus cookie (host) placed in the centre with 
the sun’s rays (gold) spreading outward in 360 degrees.  

So, in this instance, you have Jesus, the fake son (host), directly linked to the paganistic sun-
god. Top right is wood-cut drawing of the Egyptian sun-god, known as Ra being worshiped by 
the priests of Egypt. The ancient Hebrews worshiped the son-god by the name Baal (left hand 
picture). Notice the round sun-disk between the bull’s horns.  
Pics: Public domain 

In a modern context, given the very nature of the Jesuit order I favour the following explanation: “In this sign 
you shall conquer” and my! How they have conquered — Nation upon Nation, King upon King, President 
upon President, etc.  

All of the above-mentioned have been coalesced into the end-game objectives of this diabolical order! The 
Jesuits have the blood of millions upon their hands… And via the coming great tribulation this figure will soar 
to millions, upon millions — primarily owing to the implementation of the mark of the beast! 

Jesuits Expelled 
From their inception the Jesuits were feared by Kings and Princes alike, and even a number of Popes. They 
were feared because of the power they possessed via their organisational abilities. 

 “If the political activities of the Jesuits, of which Pope Clement XIV complained so pathetically, are not a 
serious problem to civil governments, then why were the Jesuits expelled from so many states, Catholic 
as well as Protestant, as the following table shows?” Francis T. Morton, Member of the Massachusetts Bar, gives the 

following: 

A list of Countries that over time expelled the Jesuit order 

Saragossa 1555 Naples again 1810 

La Palinterre 1558 France again 1816 

Vienna 1566 Moscow, St. Petersburg, Canton Soleure 1816 

Avignon 1570 Belgium 1818 

Antwerp, Portugal, etc 1578 Brest (by the people) 1819 

England 1579 Russia again 1820 

England again 1581 Spain again 1820 

England again 1584 Rouen Cathedral (by the people) 1825 

England again 1586 Belgium, schools 1826 

Japan 1587 France, 8 colleges closed 1828 

Hungary & Transylvania 1585 Britain and Ireland 1829 

Bordeaux 1589 France again 1831 

Holland 1596 From entering Saxony 1831 

Touron and Berne 1597 Portugal 1834 
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England again 1602 Spain again 1835 

England again 1604 Rheims (by the people) 1838 

Denmark, Venice, etc 1606 From entering Lucerne 1842 

Venice again 1612 Lucerne again 1845 

Amura, Japan 1613 France again 1845 

Bohemia 1618 Switzerland 1847 

Moravia 1619 Bavaria and Genoa 1848 

Naples and Netherlands 1622 Papal States, by Pius IX, Sardinia, Vienna, Austria 1848 

China and India 1623 Several Italian states 1859 

Turkey 1628 Sicily again 1860 

Abyssinia 1632 Spain again 1868 

Malta 1634 Guatemala 1871 

Russia 1723 Switzerland 1871 

Savoy 1724 German Empire 1872 

Paraguay 1733 Mexico (by the viceroy) 1853 

Portugal 1759 Mexico (by Comonfort) 1856 

Prohibited in France 1762 Mexico (by Congress) 1873 

France again 1764 New Granada since 1879 

Spain, colonies, Sicilies, Naples 1767 Venezuela 1879 

Parma and Malta 1768 Argentine Republic 1879 

All Christendom, by bull of 
Clement XIV 

1773 Hungary 1879 

Russia 1776 Brazil 1879 

France again 1804 France again 1880 

Canton Grisons 1804   

Jesuits and their colleagues, collaborators and friends and all persons formed by the Spiritual Exercises of 
St. Ignatius owe a debt of gratitude to Pope Pius VII. Without Pius VII, it is fair to say, there would be no 
Society of Jesus today, no Jesuit schools, colleges or universities, no Jesuit retreat houses and no Jesuit 
periodicals. For it was Pius VII who, on Aug. 7, 1814, restored the Society of Jesus, some four decades after 
its suppression by Pope Clement XIV. 2014 Marked the 200th anniversary of their restoration. Even after the 
1814 amnesty granted the Jesuit order by the Pope in 1814, the order was repeatedly expelled by some 
countries, but nevertheless allowed to return. I am of the opinion that since the order is so well entrenched 
around the globe today it would be an absolute impossibility to ever again expel the order! 

Jesuit Provinces and Assistancy’s 
Jesuit communities and apostolic works are organized by 'provinces' which belong 
to one of ten 'assistancies' around the world. Click on the map of the world to see a 
list of all the provinces that belong to the assistancy you have selected; you will find 
the addresses of the administrative offices of each one as well as links to its web 
site.   

 
As of January 2005, there were some 21,000 men on six continents and in 127 countries throughout 
the world. There are about 13,966 priests; 1,921 brothers; 3,054 scholastics; and 909 novices. There 
are approximately 3,217 Jesuits in the U.S.  A 2010 census by CARA confirms a slight drop in the 
above figures (Map: Public domain). There are also a number of Jesuits who come out of the laity in the form of 
married couples, singles, etc. They are usually involved in missions work.  
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Jesuit Governmental Structures 

After his election at the 35th General Congregation (2008) Father General, Adolfo Nicolás appointed 9 
Regional Assistants from a list, provided by the Congregation. Of course, the curia in Roma makes the 10

th
.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

Basic map Jesuit web site and expanded by: www.thefinalwordinternetministry.co.cz 

USA Assistancy (Region) Provinces:  
California, Chicago-Detroit, Maryland, Missouri, New England, Jamaica, New Orleans, New York 
(Micronesia) Oregon, Wisconsin 

North Latin America Assistancy (Region) 
Provinces: Antilles, Central America, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Venezuela  

South Latin America Assistancy (Region). 
Provinces: Argentina-Uruguay, Bolivia, Brasil, West-Central Brasil, South Brasil, North-East Brasil 
(Amazonia), Chile, Paraguay, Peru. 

Africa Assistancy (Region) 
Provinces: Central Africa, West Africa, Eastern Africa, Madagascar, Rwanda-Burundi, Zambia, Zimbabwe. 

South Europe Assistancy (Region) 
Provinces: Spain, Aragón, Baetica, Castile, Italy, Loyola, Portugal (Mozambique), Tarragon. 

Central and Eastern Europe Assistancy (Region) 
Provinces: Austria, Bohemia, Croatia, Germany, Hungary, Lithuania, North Poland, South Poland, Romania, 
Russia Region, Switzerland, Ukraine District, Slovakia, Slovenia. 

West Europe Assistancy (Region) 
Provinces: South Belgium, North Belgium, Britain South Africa, Guyana, English Canada, France (Maghreb), 
French Canada, Ireland, Malta, Near East, Netherlands. 

South Asia Assistancy 
Provinces: India, Andhra, Bombay, Calcutta, Darjeeling, Dumka-Raiganj, Goa, Gujarat, Hazaribag, 
Jamshedpur, Karnatka (Kohima), Kerala, Madhya-Pradesh, Madurai, Patna (Delhi, Nepal), Pune, Ranchi, Sri 
Lanka. 

Asia Pacific Assistancy 
Provinces: Australia, China, Indonesia (Malaysia-Singapore, Thailand), Japan, Korea (Cambodia), 
Philippines, Vietnam. 

On the right, is the Coat of arms of the "global city" Geneva. This Swiss city headquarters the 
United Nations, the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, and hundreds of multinational 
corporations. Note the I.H.S. symbol at the top? 
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Opus Dei 
Although Opus Dei is a part of the church's structure, it is not like traditional dioceses, which are defined 
geographically, but instead is defined by its "worldwide purpose," which is to dominate the church and 
selected governments while promoting extremist, right-wing policies aligned to a corporate, imperialist, and 
big business agendas.  

With roughly 88,000 members worldwide, including about 2,000 priests, the organization spans some 87 
countries, including roughly 3,000 members in the United States. Estimated to hold assets of about $3 
billion, the free-floating personal prelature, which purports to do "the work of God" (translation of "Opus 
Dei,"), Opus Dei is beholden to no one but the Pope, whose spokesperson, Cardinal Joaquin Navarro-Valls, 
is also an Opus Dei member.  

Appointing its own priests and bishops to rule over the lay membership, it runs 15 universities, 7 hospitals, 
11 business schools and a great number of primary, secondary and technical schools, functioning as an 
underground force for political reaction within the Catholic Church, keen on the tactics of infiltration and "holy 
deception. Only small percentages are priests. The rest are mostly middle and upper-class businessmen, 
professionals, military personnel and government officials. Some are university students.  

The organization’s membership includes elite elements who wield influence at the highest levels of 
government, the Vatican, and the Vatican Bank. The individuals that Opus Dei chooses to recruit for 
membership are the cream of American, European and Latin American society. They include owners of big 
multinational companies, the press and finance institutions, as well as figures at the highest levels of the 
world’s most powerful governments. US Supreme Court justices Antonin Scalia and Samuel A. Alito have 
rumored links to Opus Dei, as do Sen. Sam Brownback and former Rep. Rick Santorum. The members 
contribute regularly to the group’s financial coffers and are encouraged to practice “holy shrewdness” and 
“holy coercion” in an effort to win converts.  

Readers please take note 

It is worth making mention that over hundreds of years, many theories have been propounded regarding the 
take-over of the RCC by outside sinister forces — be they the Freemasons, Illuminati, etc. Especially in this, 
the age of the Internet – which is jam-packed with conspiracy theories, that come in all shapes and sizes, so 
to speak. Irrespective of these aspersions, the bottom line is that Satan is a genius when it comes to 
branding — he knows exactly how to package the lie!  

Furthermore, it is evident that the hierarchal RCC is satanic in terms of its origin and goals! And in fact, it is 
our opinion that it is Satan’s masterpiece, being his bride. We only have to look to the scripture for the 
answer in relation to the various (conspiracy) theories out there today. Jesus said:  

 “And if a house is divided against itself, that house cannot stand (Mark 3:25). And if Satan casts out Satan, 
he is divided against himself; how then shall his kingdom stand?” (Matt 12:26). 

Make no mistake! There is only one master of The Holy See, and that is Satan himself! Satan knows he 
cannot cast himself out as per Matt 12:26 and run the risk of dividing his house.  

We reiterate that the RCC is Satan’s masterpiece and at the end of the day he is the one that birthed it, and 
controls it — in order that prophecy may be fulfilled.      

 

MARANATHA! 

 

Check-out: Purple & Scarlet, Roman Catholicism the Greatest Hoax of all time… on our web site. 

 

N.B. Whilst this exposition may be freely copied, it remains copyright material: © The Final Word Internet 
Ministry www.thefinalword.co.za  17/03/27 
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